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DEVELOPMENTAL EXAMPLE

Someone sets up a computer in a remote location.  No one else knows it exists.  The computer is 
powered by photocells or something similar and so can continue to function without outside help.  The 
computer is programmed to solve some complex problems and gets right to work.  However, the creator 



of the system dies (or whatever) and no one else knows that the computer exists.  However, the 
computer faithfully continues to execute its programming and makes significant progress.  Eventually, 
some type of natural disaster - earthquake, landslide, avalanche or whatever - buries the computer and it 
ceases to function.  However, it has made great progress even though no one knows that it ever existed 
and now it will never be found.  What has this scenario accomplished?  
  

REVIEW OF THE PURPOSE OF THE CREATION

The Creation exists to educate young Souls so that they may attain maturity and wisdom.  There are 
many levels and densities in the Creation and young Souls learn by interfacing with a variety of 
"forms".  The human body, for example, is one of many forms which are capable of interfacing with a 
Soul.  However, all forms are temporary and impermanent.  So is the Creation.  It is called a Creation 
because it was created.  Matter, energy, space and time are created qualities.  None of these things are 
real and all of them are temporary and have a limited existence.  Eventually, they will all cease to exist.  
All living forms as well everything else inside the Creation will also eventually cease to exist.  However, 
Souls are permanent and imperishable.  Therefore, Souls will continue to exist forever. 

Everything in the Creation was created and maintained solely for the education and benefit of young 
Souls.  The Creation has no other purpose. 

However, if a form has no Soul, it mimics the model in the "developmental example" we gave above.  
The form performs some function - it learns - it makes progress and it believes it has some purpose.  
But, if the form has no Soul associated with it to benefit from all its work and accumulated knowledge, 
when it ceases to exist (dust to dust) all of its efforts and knowledge also cease to exist and it is forgotten 
as if it never existed. 

Human forms have a Physical body, an Astral or emotional body and a brain or Mental body and may 
also have a Soul.  If they do, the Soul will retain the impressions it receives forever because Souls are 
imperishable.  However, if no Soul is present, the activities and accomplishments of the form serve no 
purpose.  Of course, the form does not know this.  Just like a blind person cannot comprehend sight and 
a deaf person cannot comprehend sound, a Soulless form cannot comprehend true Spiritually. 

Advanced Souls can learn to travel as independent entities within the Creation.  When they do this, their 
access is unlimited.  They can visit and observe anything they choose on any plane or density inside the 
Creation (the created worlds).  However, although observation is beneficial, direct participation is 
necessary to actually interact with some location within the creation.  To do this, the Soul must interface 
with a form which is capable of functioning within the specific plane or density the Soul chooses to 
explore.  Souls can interface with any living form.  However, they are then restricted by the limitations 
of that form.  Forms have unique attributes but also have limits.  For example, underwater creatures can 
have experiences surface creatures cannot.  Underwater creatures will die outside of water and, 
unprotected, surface creatures will die underwater.  Free Souls can exist anywhere. 



When Souls have had sufficient experiences interfacing with various forms and have freely chosen, 
based upon the experiences they have had, that the "right hand path" is the correct path, they are ready to 
leave the created worlds and enter the pure Spiritual worlds as mature, enlightened Souls.  At this stage, 
all desire for anything available inside the created worlds has ceased and so - although they can - they 
have no desire to ever return. 

Deaf and blind people "compensate" for their losses in various ways.  Similarly, the "Soulless Ones" 
compensate by clinging to some "lesser god" for guidance to give meaning to their temporary existence.  
However, since only Souls can return to the imperishable Spiritual worlds - which is their true origin - 
Soulless creatures have a limited existence regardless of how "advanced" they may appear to be. 

So, we want to discuss the "Attributes of the Soulless Ones" and detail their capabilities, philosophies 
and various motivations.  
  

EARTH BEFORE THE HOMO SAPIEN SAPIEN

Before the homo sapien sapien was created, the surface of the Earth was populated by vegetation and an 
assortment of life forms - many of which exist today and many of which are now extinct.  The natural 
advanced inhabitants of Earth all lived underground - and still do.  They are briefly mentioned in Holy 
books.  "There were giants in the Earth at that time (the time when the homo sapien sapien was created) 
and also afterward..."  Most, fortunately, have remained undiscovered by man.  However one of the 
groups has been discovered which can be accessed from Antarctica.  This is why access to Antarctica is 
restricted.  Admiral Byrd was supposedly the first (American) to discover their existence, however it is 
likely that the Germans (Nazis) found the entrance first. 

Hopefully, the other colonies will never be discovered. 

Life on the surface of Earth is not the greatest considering weather, storms, pole shifts and such.  
Underground is much more stable - especially if you are planning to stay here for an extended period.  
  

MANUFACTURED LIFE FORMS

Homo sapien sapiens are manufactured life forms.  Manufactured life forms do not naturally have 
Souls.  They are generally created for slave labor.  Galactic Law requires that manufactured life forms 
be supervised by legitimate life forms at all times and that they be destroyed when no longer needed.  
Although this was the original plan, for some reason the creators failed to follow protocol and simply 
left the homo sapien sapiens on the surface of the Earth unsupervised.  During the manufacturing 
process, some alien DNA needed to be added to "the mix" in order to get the intelligence up to a level 
needed to have a functional slave. 



DNA carries memories.  So, the created creatures had latent memories that "they came from somewhere 
else" and liked to gaze at the stars and wonder about this.  However, having no infrastructure or 
advanced technology, "wonder" was all they could do.  However, this situation has now changed. 

It is understood - but not disclosed to the "masses" - that DNA contains memories.  The classic story 
concerns a man who got a heart transplant.  Apparently, the heart came from pianist.  Although he had 
never played a piano or ever had any interest in that area, he suddenly discovered he could play a piano 
perfectly.  Since people are not told the source of organs, you can guess the outcome if the heart came 
from a recently executed mass murderer.  However, science officially denies that any of this stuff is 
possible - it would be bad for business. 

Today, we have a situation where the homo sapien sapien - a manufactured life form - has learned how 
to manufacture life forms and is actively creating - in secret, of course - other "human beings".  Of 
course, neither the creators or their creations have Souls.  
  

CAPABILITIES OF SOULLESS CREATURES

Soulless creatures have all the attributes of the same type of creature which does have a Soul except that 
they can never comprehend or visit the pure Spiritual worlds which exist outside of the Creation.  Only 
Souls can enter these regions.  Also, since everything inside the Creation is temporary, Soulless 
creatures will eventually cease to exist and no record that they ever existed will remain (dust to dust). 

However, while they do exist, they can do all the things possible within the Creation.  However, no Soul 
will benefit from any work they do. 

Conventional churches like to refer to "heaven and earth", implying that this is all that exists.  Actually, 
they are calling the Astral dimension "heaven" and the Physical dimension "earth" - ignoring everything 
else.  This is pretty obvious if you look at the classic Christian Bible in the "revelations" section where it 
states, essentially, "I saw a new heaven and a new earth because the old heaven and earth had passed 
away".  This is what happens during a "Minor Dissolution" event except that heaven and earth actually 
mean the Physical and Astral dimensions.  They do periodically pass away and are then recreated.  The 
real Heaven, of course, is permanent and not subject to dissolution. 

All life forms have a corresponding Astral form and all life forms survive physical death.  The Soulless 
are content to believe that the Astral dimension they enter upon physical death is "heaven" and, when 
they reincarnate, they return to Earth (the Physical dimension).  They never quite figure out that they 
will cease to exist at the first Minor Dissolution which will dissolve both the Physical and Astral 
dimensions.  However, that will be their fate. 

In the meantime, they remain busy doing various projects which they believe have importance.  Some 



learn to Astrally project (everyone can if they try) and this convinces them "heaven" actually exists.  
Most of the Astral worlds are quite beautiful and, because they are constructed of a "finer" form of 
matter at a lower density, everything appears exceptionally clean and "shiny".  Certainly, this must be 
"heaven".  Sorry, wrong guess! 

So, to conclude, Soulless creatures can work to perfect their physical, emotional and mental skills to a 
high level just like creatures with Souls can.  However, Souls will eventually leave the Creation with the 
sum total of their experiences and continue to exist forever in the Spiritual Planes.  Soulless creatures 
will simply cease to exist and no record of their existence will remain.  
  

HYBRIDIZATION

We need to mention hybridization.  We hear about human/reptilian hybrids.  Reptiles and insects (the 
Greys are insectoids) are both in the same class and are quite low on the evolutionary scale - just above 
plants.  So, you wonder, what would make a human/reptilian hybrid somehow superior.  Such a 
combination would be a "step down" if you assumed that the human had a Soul.  However, since only 
about 2% of humans actually have a Soul, a reptilian/human hybrid with a Soulless human would be a 
"step up".  Reptilians operate under a group Soul.  Therefore, they have standing with the Creator.  
Soulless humans have no standing and are not even recognized by the Creator.  Such a hybrid would 
have access to the reptilian group Soul and therefore access to all the collective knowledge of all 
reptilians - everywhere - which is considerable and is a great advantage over a Soulless human. 

So, it is not as silly as it first sounds.  Reptilian/human hybrids are formidable creatures.  Also, since - 
except for the eyes - they appear to be "normal" humans, they are generally free to move about 
undetected.  
  

TRADE WITH OFF WORLD CIVILIZATIONS

Since about 1913, at least in the present epoch, Earth humans have been interacting with aliens.  The 
Earth creatures want advanced information and advanced technology, however they have nothing to 
trade in exchange.  But, they do have lots of people (humans) and, classically, government leaders could 
not care less about "the masses".  Even the United Nations refers to them as "the herd".  Some aliens 
find humans quite tasty and so will trade in exchange for  humans to be used as food ("How to Serve 
Man" - a classic Twilight Zone episode).  Other groups have more exotic uses for humans such as 
various experiments in DNA manipulation, uses for specific bodily fluids and hybridization 
experiments.  It is not considered an offense under Galactic Law to harm a Soulless creature.  However, 
creatures with Souls do have specific rights and harming them carries penalties. 

So, by "trading", Earth scientists (scientific atheists) have accumulated knowledge and technology that 
they should not have and are incompetent to use responsibly.  



  

INORGANIC LIFE EXTENSION TECHNOLOGIES

Since Soulless creatures cannot conceive of the existence of the true Spiritual worlds, they fear death 
and seek all kinds of methods to "live" forever.  Essentially, you are dealing with organic computers that 
walk around on two legs.  Unable to comprehend Spirituality, they place value on the highest thing they 
can comprehend - the mind.  So, the Soulless people place value on others based upon mental abilities.  
Since computers also have mental abilities, they see them as equals and also as a way to stay alive - 
which, to them, means keeping their memories and thoughts alive, forever.  So, they come up with wild 
schemes to transfer their mind to some kind of inorganic structure which will preserve their thoughts and 
can live on indefinitely.  Although this foolishness would be laughable to anyone with a Soul, it makes 
perfect sense to the Soulless creatures because they cannot imaging that anything exists beyond the 
mind. 

This gives rise to the intellectual concept called "Transhumanism" which asserts that the only way for 
humans to advance to the "next level" is to begin to interface with machines - somehow integrate 
themselves with machines - and eventually become machines themselves so that they will never grow 
old and be able to stay on Earth forever and keep their precious thoughts and memories.  Highly 
educated scientists are dedicated to this nonsense and hold conferences all over the world to discuss and 
perfect their visions of some "perfect future" where they will live forever as some type of mechanical 
form with a computer brain [1]. 

Of course, the highly intellectual people are the least likely to have a Soul.  Developed people who do 
have Souls understand that the mind is just a temporary tool that the Soul needs to interface effectively 
with the created worlds and that it will be discarded when they evolve enough to enter the true Spiritual 
worlds. 

However, the Soulless creatures cannot comprehend this.  Actually, their "path forward" is a dead end 
road to oblivion but they will never realize this until the next scheduled Dissolution obliterates them and 
all the toys they have created.  
  

CLONES

The current standard for life extension for the "elite" is to grow a clone of themselves and then transfer 
their consciousness to the clone so that they can live forever when their original body ceases to 
function.  Because of state of the art facial recognition software, it is possible to pretty accurately 
identify that some "person" is actually a clone of some previous person.  Sometimes, they both exist at 
the same time and the clone is introduced as some previously unknown relative (no valid, legitimate 
paperwork, of course).  Eventually, the clone will assume the identity of the original and just "carry on". 



It is not hard with today's technologies to make clones or manufacture living bodies.  The technique 
would appear similar to that in the fiction film "Avatar" [2].  Ever since DNA and cloning technology 
were discovered, the scientists, in secret of course, rejoiced that "now we can create life".  They can, but 
they will never learn to create Souls.  Only the Creator can make a Soul.  However, people can (and do) 
know how to manufacture pretty much everything else.  
  

ISSUES WITH THE MANUFACTURED HOMO SAPIEN SAPIENS

When humans were fighting with clubs, spears, bows and arrows and the like, they were pretty much 
harmless.  Unfortunately, with a little help from some unscrupulous aliens, the situation has now 
changed. 

When humans started playing with nuclear weapons in the atmosphere, they likely did not know that this 
would disrupt space-time.  For a simple comparison, it is similar to the creation of what are called "Class 
B" emissions in the electromagnetic spectrum.  Such emissions disrupt all radio frequencies at the same 
time making them unusable.  Therefore, they are legally prohibited. 

Nuclear devices are prohibited under Galactic Law because they have a similar effect on space-time.  
Scientists seem to be unconcerned or unaware that many of their exotic experiments have effects which 
extend beyond the Earth and affect other cultures.  They also appear to be unaware that the Physical 
Universe is highly populated - that other cultures have had all the things they are just discovering for 
millions of years - and that there are laws and consequences for deliberately disrupting the lives of 
others across the galaxy and beyond. 

However, other cultures are quite aware of the undisciplined idiots on Earth and many complaints have 
been filed against this planet. 

One of the latest cute stunts concerns the CERN device which is being used to open pathways to other 
civilizations and steal artifacts and technologies. 

Since dialog with these Soulless "things" appears ineffective, more direct methods will likely become 
necessary.  
  

PROPOSED SOLUTIONS

The most direct solution to the homo sapien sapien problem would be to simply exterminate them.  After 
all, they never had any legitimate right to exist and, according to protocol, should have been eliminated 
long ago. 

However, there are other, less severe, solutions that would likely be acceptable to the galactic 



community.  Al Bielek's world of 2749 (see numerous you tube videos) appears to be acceptable.  In this 
future timescape, the Georgia Guidestone requirements have been implemented.  The homo sapien 
sapien population - now reduced to 500 million - are confined to ghettos and live comfortable lives 
similar to the fiction movie "Logan's Run" [3] (except they don't have to die at 30).  Everything they 
need is supplied by machines and they are supervised by a quantum computer which is, essentially, the 
government. 

The ghettos have a small footprint on Earth.  This allows Earth to return to its natural state - the state 
which existed before the homo sapien sapien was manufactured.  Since the Soulless are now essentially 
confined in a sort of "comfortable zoo", they are no longer causing harm.  Bielek remarks that the elders 
wonder about the future stability of the system.  The creatures - being Soulless - have nowhere to go and 
no aspirations for the future.  Even though they have all the "creature comforts" they could possibly 
want, in time they worry this may prove insufficient.  
  

DISSOLUTIONS

The created worlds are complex and designed as best as possible, but nothing lasts forever.  Over time, 
things deteriorate as does the quality of life as the sequence of ages progress.  We are now in the last age 
- the Kali Yuga - and the created worlds are, essentially, becoming cluttered with "junk" which - if 
allowed to continue - would make the Creation unusable for the achievement of its purpose - the 
promotion of positive evolution for young Souls. 

Consequently, periodic dissolutions are programmed into the system which cannot be defeated.  There 
are two basic types of dissolution - Minor and Major.  Major dissolution are quite infrequent but Minor 
dissolution - which is the next type scheduled - are much more common.  Minor dissolutions erase the 
Physical and Astral planes/densities.  After a period - essentially equal to the period that they did exist - 
they are regenerated and the new "clean" Creation begins with its most perfect attributes commonly 
called the "Golden Age". 

If you have no Soul and you have used your mental cleverness to cling to your physical body by creating 
clones and the like, you will not survive a Minor Dissolution and all records that you ever existed will 
also cease to exist.  Also, if you have spent your time bouncing back and forth between this dimension 
and the Astral dimension - mistaking it for "heaven", you will also likely cease to exist because both will 
be "dissolved" in a Minor Dissolution. 

If you somehow escape this and have no Soul, you will definitely cease to exist in a Major Dissolution 
which eliminates all densities except the very top of the Etheric Plane.  Only Souls survive a Major 
Dissolution.  What happens to them depends on their level of development and on the choices they have 
made.  Developed Souls who chose the right hand path can leave the Creation and enter the Spiritual 
Planes.  Souls who are not sufficiently developed or have advanced using the left hand path are held 
back and get to try again when the creation regenerates.  Until then, they will remain in a state of stasis.  
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